
 

Epson B42wd Adjustment Program

anyway, i have followed your advice (charged all channels with piezoflush using the initial charge command in option two (section 3.3, ink eject and initial charge, of the adjustment program), nozzle check (all pink but still missing central pk/mk), cleaned the capping station, wiper blade and bottom of the head, followed by several
cleaning cycles, but unfortunately i still have the same partially missing channel. i guess i will just continue the daily clean-nozzle check-wait cycle and hope for some improvement. [quote=miker;5257]i have an epson 4900 printer that has seen light duty over its three year lifetime that has developed a defect in the middle third of
the mk channel only. it has performed very nicely over its lifetime however the most recent printer head problem has not resolved despite several manual poweful paired head cleaning cycles effected through the printers lcd screen. i have taken it to a local certified epson repair center and after one week i was told that i needed a

new printer head which would cost about $1,600. unfortunately, they did nothing more than i had already tried to clear the blocked channel. since the machine has performed very well up until now and also since i had just purchased a full set of eleven carts for the printer i decided i would try to clear the head. in researching how to
do this i came across the inkjet mall website and ordered eleven carts and a gallon of piezoflush to try to clear the blocked channel. i also downloaded and installed the recommended adjustment program(ap_4900), however, it is unclear which option to use in the adjustment program. it appears as though there are three options

that might work:
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a new cartridge yield test is released sometime every year or so, and results can vary as much as 20-30%. nonetheless, we can estimate the yield of a new cartridge to be about 60% or
more. as a general rule, 2-5% lower is a reasonable yield, with 5% being more typical. we know that we replace the m1, m3, m6 and m9 cartridges, since we only get the one cartridge for
each ink color installed in the printer. we also know that we always get the bink/corelina and deko/epson cartridges. there are a wide variety of reasons why these cartridges yield poorly,

perhaps the most common reason being the new cartridge yields are based on iso/iec 24711 tests in default mode printing continuously. cartridge yields vary considerably for reasons
including images printed, print settings, temperature and humidity. yields may be lower when printing infrequently or predominantly with one ink color. all ink colors are used for printing

and printer maintenance, and all colors have to be installed for printing. for print quality, part of the ink from the included cartridges is used for printer startup and a variable amount of ink
remains in the cartridges after the replace cartridge signal. for more information, visit www.epson.com/inkinfo. 1. if there are no inkset use menu entries in the epson service adjustment

program, refer to the printer manual or the web interface for instructions. for the optional epson hard drive, refer to instructions in the epson service support site at
www.epson.com/support. what you see here is the screen you would see if the lcd was replaced and it was not on. you can clearly see the part epson is referring to in the above sentence,
which is under further information: it is a vital safety feature, that will stop a printer from overheating. the error will be, "the power adapter is faulty. please unplug the power adapter from

the wall. the printer will then need to be reset using the factory reset option. 5ec8ef588b
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